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Viya Announces Five New Channel Additions to Its
Cable TV Lineup in USVI
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Viya has unveiled an exciting expansion to its Cable TV channel lineup. Effective immediately,
subscribers can access five new channels at no extra charge: Caribbean Gospel TV, Al Jazeera,
National Geographic, FX, and FXX.

Viya said the expansion aligns with its ongoing commitment to deliver high-quality, diverse
content that meets the varying preferences of its customers.

Caribbean Gospel TV Now on Basic Channel 333
The new Caribbean Gospel TV (CGTV) channel brings faith-focused content to Viya's varied
audience. The channel features an array of soul-stirring music, powerful testimonies, and family-
based programming that resonates with both the Caribbean community and the Diaspora.
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Al Jazeera Joins Flex Channel 140
Internationally acclaimed for its comprehensive news coverage and unbiased reporting, Al Jazeera
enhances Viya's existing news offerings. Subscribers can now stay up-to-date with global
happenings, politics, and thought-provoking documentaries.

National Geographic Added to Expanded Channel 120
The addition of National Geographic provides Viya customers with access to awe-inspiring
documentaries, nature shows, and exploration adventures. From the deepest ocean floors to the
farthest reaches of outer space, the channel offers content that both enlightens and entertains.

FX and FXX on Expanded Channels 197 and 198
FX and FXX channels come packed with gripping dramas, comedies, and groundbreaking
storytelling. FX has long been known for its award-winning dramas, while FXX focuses on
comedy series, feature films, and dramas.

Jennifer Matarangas-King, Viya’s Vice President of Public Relations and Governmental Affairs,
stated, “Viya is committed to constantly updating our lineup to improve the community’s viewing
experience. The inclusion of these highly anticipated channels adds significant value to our
service offerings."

She added, "We aim to provide our customers with a wide variety of high-quality content. The
addition of these five new channels will undoubtedly enrich our viewers' experience."
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